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PART I: 
TOPOLOGICAL STRUCTURE
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What is a “shape?”
Which of these objects are the same?

isometric

congruent

triangular

polygonal

simply-
connected

planar



Hierarchy of Structures in Geometry
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Visual Topology

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NlqYr6-TpA

Crane et al, “Robust Fairing via Conformal Curvature Flow“ / Henry Segerman

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NlqYr6-TpA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NlqYr6-TpA
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Visual Topology



Discussion: The Simplicial Complex
• An abstract simplicial complex is a collection of (finite, nonempty) sets 

closed under the operation of taking subsets.

• A (geometric) k-simplex is the convex hull of k+1 (affinely-independent) 
points in n-dimensional Euclidean space, n ≥ k.

• Questions:

• Empty set?  Face vs. proper face?

• Other questions?

• Applications (& why not constant dimension?)



Applications: Simulation

https://vimeo.com/94716977
Zhu et al, “Codimensional Surface Tension Flow on Simplicial Complexes“

https://vimeo.com/94716977
https://vimeo.com/94716977


Star, Link, and Closure
• Closure: smallest simplicial complex containing a given set of simplices

• Star: union of simplices containing a given subset of simplices

• Link: closure of the star minus the star of the closure
closure star

link



Motivation: Simplicial Homology

Erickson & Whittlesey, “Greedy Optimal Homotopy and Homology Generators”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ccXcEMFLbk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ccXcEMFLbk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ccXcEMFLbk


Motivation: Discrete Differential Forms
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Topological Space



Example—Trivial Topology

Smallest or coarsest possible topology:



Example—Discrete Topology

Largest or finest possible topology:



Topological Space—Visualized
Which of the following collections defines a topology?



Subbase

finite intersections arbitrary unions



Metric Space



Metric Space—Visualized



Metric Space—Examples



Open Ball



Metric Topology



Open Sets—Metric Characterization

open not open



Why Only Finite Intersections?
Suppose we allowed arbitrary intersections...

...then metric topology would always be the discrete topology!



Subspace Topology



Equivalence Relation



Equivalence Relation, Visualized



Quotient Topology



Quotient Topology—Gluing
Definition. If (X, t) is a topological space and a, b are points in X, then identifying

or gluing these two points means we construct the quotient topology X/⇠ with

respect to the equivalence relation

x ⇠ y () x = y or {x, y} = {a, b}.

Likewise, if ⇠
S

is an equivalence relation on a subset S of X, then gluing along S

means that we construct the quotient topology determined by

x ⇠ y () x = y or x ⇠
S

y.



Gluing—Example
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Topological Spaces—Continuous vs. “Discrete”

topological space simplicial complex



Abstract Simplicial Complex

Example.



Standard Simplex

(1,0,0)

(0,1,0)

(0,0,1)



“Standard” Topology on a Simplicial Complex

make copies of
standard simplex

glue together

(topological space)

(abstract simplicial complex)



Application: Persistence

(persistence diagram)



Application: Material Characterization

Nakamura et al, “Persistent Homology and Many-Body Atomic Structure for Medium-Range Order in the Glass”

Regular Random Glass



Application: Shape Matching via Persistence

M. Carrière, S. Oudot, M. Ovsjanikov, “Stable Topological Signatures for Points on 3D Shapes”



Continuous Map



Topological Spaces—Continuous vs. “Discrete”

topological space simplicial complex



Continuous Map—Visualized
Which of these maps are continuous?



Continuous Map—Example?

Q: Is f continuous?

A: Yes: every υ-open set either contains y (preimage is X),
     or it doesn’t (preimage is the empty set).



Metric Continuity



“Discrete” Continuous Map

abstract map:

topological map:



Homeomorphism

(homeomorphism onto image)



Homeomorphism—Examples



Homeomorphism—Examples

0

0-2π-4π 2π 4π

-2π

2π

4π

-4π 0

0-2π-4π 2π 4π

-2π

2π

4π

-4π



Continuous Map vs. Homeomorphism



Continuous Bijection vs. Homeomorphism

0 2π



“Discrete” Homeomorphism?

What do you think?



Open Cover

topological space open cover subcover



Compactness

Key idea: captures notion of “finite size” for a topological space.



Compactness of Open Ball

Key idea: not completely “finite...”



Open Disk vs. Plane

Yes. The open disk and the plane have the “same shape” (topologically).



Metric Compactness

Key idea: captures notion of “finite size.”



Discrete Compactness

Philosophy: isn’t this the idea we wanted to capture in the first place?



Closure, Interior, and Boundary

closure interior



Star, Link, and Closure—Revisited

closure

star

link

Q: What’s the relationship?

closure

interior

boundary



Boundary of a Boundary



Connected Space

connected not connected



Connected vs. Path Connected

“topologist’s sine curve”



Manifold—Visualized
manifold nonmanifold



Manifold—Visualized
manifold nonmanifold

Key idea: “looks Euclidean” up close.



Manifold Structure

Remember...

...many ways to “look the same!”



Topological Manifold—Simple Definition

n = 1: “curve”
n = 2: “surface”



Topological Manifold with Boundary



Topological Manifold—Atlas Description



Atlas—Visualized

MA



Atlas—Visualized

Charts must agree in 
order to be meaningful!



Discrete Manifold—Visualized
Which of these complexes look “manifold?” (w/ boundary?)



Discrete Topological Manifold

link (2D) link (3D)link (1D)

Checking whether a 4-simplicial complex is manifold is difficult.  For dimension 5 
and greater, we don’t even have algorithms—independent of the question of 
complexity/decidability.



Topological Data Structures—Simplicial Soup
• Store only top-dimensional simplices

• Implicitly includes all facets

• Pros: simple, small storage cost

• Cons: hard to access neighbors

0

1

2

30  2  1
0  3  2
3  0  1
3  1  2

Q: How might you list all edges touching a given vertex?  What’s the cost?

Example.



Topological Data Structures—Incidence Matrix

0 0

2
1 3

0

1

2

3

4
5

1

2

3

Example.

Q: Now what’s the cost of finding edges incident on a given vertex?



Oriented Simplicial Complex

Example.



Data Structures—Signed Incidence Matrix

Example.



Data Structures—Half Edge

v0

e0

e1

e2e3

e4

h0

h1

h6

h7

f0f1

h8

h9

h2

h3
h4

h5

v1

v3 v2
“next”

“twin”



Half Edge vs. Rotation System
Half Edge Rotation System



Half Edge vs. Rotation System
Half Edge Rotation System

Rotation system is just half edge for the “dual” mesh (and vice-versa).



Half Edge—Example
Smallest examples (two half edges):

(image courtesy U. Pinkall)



Half Edge—Practical Data Structure



Iterating over Vertices of a Face



Iterating over Neighbors of a Vertex

v->he

v



Data Structures—Quad Edge

(L. Guibas & J. Stolfi, “Primitives for the Manipulation of General Subdivisions and the Computation of Voronoi Diagrams”)



Homotopy

f

g



Homotopy—Example



Homotopy—More Examples



Barycentric Subdivision

(image courtesy B. Hough)



Summary—Topological Manifolds

topological space
continuous map

homeomorphism
topological manifold

compact
…

simplicial complex
simplicial map
bijective simplicial map
simplicial manifold
finite
…

CONTINUOUS DISCRETE

Fact. For n ≤ 3, an n-manifold can always be triangulated.
Fact. Every continuous map between simplicial complexes is homotopic to a 
simplicial map on a sufficiently fine (but finite) barycentric subdivision.

Hence, nothing is lost by discretization!
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